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1. Introduction
Indic (also known as Indo-Aryan) languages are reported to have a loanword adaptation pattern
whereby English aspirated stops are adapted as unaspirated, even though Indic languages have
phonological aspirates (Iverson & Salmons, 2008; Paradis & LaCharité, 1997). This pattern is also
observed in Indian varieties of English (Sailaja, 2009). This paper explores the possibility of this
adaptation pattern having a perceptual explanation by using Indian English as a proxy for loanword
adaptation. Even though a considerable number of Indian English speakers speak their variety of
English natively, I assume that historically, Indian speakers acquired English as a second language
primarily through contact with British varieties of English in colonial India. Therefore, models of nonnative perception such as the Perceptual Assimilation Model or PAM (Best, 1995) and second language
acquisition such as the Speech Learning Model (Flege, 1995) and PAM-L2 (Best & Tyler, 2007) are
relevant to the discussion of this adaptation pattern.
An interesting case of loanword adaptation is seen in languages like Japanese (Dupoux et al., 1999),
among others, in the form of illusory vowels. When Japanese speakers encounter consonant clusters that
violate the phonotactics of their language, they “illusorily” perceive an epenthetic vowel which derives
a licit structure. Much has been written about such adaptation patterns in which phonological behavior
takes precedence over phonetic cues (Davidson, 2007; Davidson & Shaw, 2012; Durvasula & Kahng,
2015; Kabak & Idsardi, 2007). However, the opposite case, where phonology is unable to explain an
adaptation pattern, but sheer phonetic cues are, is rarely observed since phonetic cues typically align with
phonological behavior. The Indian English and Indic loanword adaptation pattern is such an example
whereby English long-lag stops are adapted as short-lag. For example, the English word taxi ([th æksi])
is adapted in Hindi as [úæksi] even though *[úh æksi] which preserves aspiration is licit in the language
(Arsenault, 2009). The Indic languages are a sub-branch of the Indo-European family, spoken today
mainly in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, Sri Lanka, and the Maldives (Masica, 1993). Several
Indic languages have a four-way laryngeal distinction between long-lag, short-lag, lead-lag, and breathy
stops (e.g. [kh , k, g, gH ]). This four-way contrast is found in the stop consonants of Bengali , Gujarati,
Hindi/Urdu, Konkani, Marathi, Nepali, Oriya, and Pahari (Masica, 1993). There are no restrictions on
the occurrence of any of these stops word-initially.
Throughout this paper, the term short-lag stop is used to refer to phonetically voiceless and
unaspirated stops for which glottal pulsing starts shortly after the release, namely /p, t, k/. The term longlag stop is used to refer to phonetically voiceless and aspirated stops which have a relatively long lag
between the release of the consonant and the onset of glottal pulsing, namely /ph , th , kh /. The term Indian
English (henceforth, IE) is used here to refer to the variety of English spoken by native speakers of Indic
languages. This includes Indic speakers from other countries in the Indian subcontinent. Hoffmann et al.
(2011) shows that being the dominant variety of English in the subcontinent, Indian English is shaping
norms in standardizing the language in neighboring countries. I therefore use Indian English as a general
term to describe the variety of South Asian English spoken by native speakers of Indic languages across
different countries in South Asia. The term de-aspiration is used to refer to the adaptation of English
long-lag stops as short-lag in Indic loanwords and Indian English.
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2. Cross-language perception and loanword adaptation
Phonetic detail is known to influence cross-language speech perception and the early stages of
second language acquisition (Best, 1995; Best & Tyler, 2007; Flege et al., 1995; Flege, 2003). According
to some approaches, perceptual assimilation, via acoustic cues, plays the central role in loanword
adaptation as well (Boersma & Hamann, 2009; Peperkamp, 2005; Peperkamp et al., 2008; Silverman,
1992). That is, when borrowing loans, borrowers map non-native sounds (or structures) onto native
sounds that are the most perceptually similar, and not necessarily phonologically similar. The opposing
view claims that loanword adaptation is phonological in nature with phonetic details being unimportant
(LaCharité & Paradis, 2000, 2005; Paradis & LaCharité, 1997). That is, borrowers attend to phonological
similarity, rather than psychoacoustic similarity between phones. Under this view, proficient bilinguals
who have access to the phonology of both the source and borrowing languages are responsible for
adapting loanwords. Given that de-aspiration is found in both Indian English and Indic loanwords,
and the likelihood of perceptual assimilation having an influence on the former, I assume the position
held by Peperkamp (2005) and others. I hypothesize that non-native perceptual assimilation of English
phones by Indic speakers is the driving force behind de-aspiration.
According to Best’s (1995) Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM) of cross-language speech
perception, linguistic experience influences how a listener interprets an acoustic speech signal depending
on the phonetic detail associated with their native phonological categories. In PAM terminology, deaspiration is an example of Single Category (SC) assimilation or possibly a weak Category Goodness
(CG) difference. Given two non-native contrasting phones, SC assimilation is characterized by
assimilation of both non-native contrasting segments to the same native category, equally discrepant
from the “ideal.” CG difference, on the other hand, is characterized by assimilation of the non-native
segments to the same native category, but they differ from the native “ideal.” In the case of IE, both
native English phones, [ph ] and [p] are assimilated to the native [-voice, -spread] category, namely /p/
with either both non-native segments being equally discrepant from the native category ideal (SC type),
or one more discrepant ([ph ]) than the other (CG type).
While listeners are typically, although not always, unable to discriminate speech contrasts that
do not occur in their native languages, some contrasts are more difficult to perceive than others.
According to Polka (1991), the difficulty of discriminating non-native contrasts depends on three factors:
phonemic status, phonetic familiarity, and acoustic salience. Indian English, which is influenced by Indic
phonology, adapts not only English short-lag stops as unaspirated, but also maps English long-lag stops
onto the unaspirated category. Korean also contrasts short-lag and long-lag stops like Indic, but adapts the
long-lag and short-lag stops in English words like tie and stick respectively as long-lag ([th ai] and [s1th ik])
(Oh, 1996). The same adaptation pattern is observed in Mandarin Chinese which also has phonological
aspirated stops (Paradis & Tremblay, 2009). By the phonological similarity account, the allophonic
variation in the source language is ignored by Korean and Mandarin borrowers because differentiating
between the allophones is inconsequential in the source language as opposed to the phonemic contrast
in their native phonology. Cantonese also contrasts short-lag and long-lag stops. In loanwords from
English, Cantonese speakers are able to faithfully produce the appropriate English allophone in the
Ă
appropriate contexts (Yip, 1993). For example, pie is adapted as [ £ph ay] in Cantonese while spare is
Ă
adapted as [Ă£si £pe]. A similar adaptation pattern is also observed in Thai loanwords (Kenstowicz &
Suchato, 2006). Therefore, Cantonese and Thai speakers exploit subphonemic information in the source
language and are able to faithfully produce the allophonic English contrast.
Given that Indic languages also have contrastive short-lag and long-lag stops, we might expect
them to follow similar adaptation patterns – either produce the appropriate English allophone in the
appropriate context like Cantonese and Thai, or produce the long-lag stop in all contexts like Korean
and Mandarin Chinese. However, we do not find that to be the case. Indic and Indian English speakers
consistently produce the marked English allophone, the short-lag stop, in all contexts despite being
exposed to phonemic (and phonetic) tokens of short-lag and long-lag stops since they are contrastive in
their native language. Therefore, I hypothesize that, if de-aspiration has a perceptual origin, it is likely
to be influenced by the difference in acoustic properties of English and Indic long-lag stops.
English is an aspirating language (Iverson & Salmons, 2008; Vaux & Samuels, 2005) with an
aspiration rather than voicing contrast. In spite of the unmarked aspirated phoneme occurring in the
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most prominent contexts in English, Indic languages consistently adapt them as unaspirated. Voice Onset
Time (VOT), the phonetic cue for aspiration which denotes the time interval between the beginning of
the release burst and the onset of quasi-periodicity, is longer for aspirated stops in Indic languages like
Marathi and Hindi and shorter in English (Lisker & Abramson, 1964). While VOT alone can distinguish
English long-lag and short-lag stops, this cue is not sufficient to distinguish the four-way laryngeal
contrast in Indic (Cho & Ladefoged, 1999; Lisker & Abramson, 1964). The fundamental frequency at
the beginning of voicing immediately following consonants, or onset f0 is a possible primary cue for
distinguishing such contrasts. Dmitrieva & Dutta (2020) found that onset f0 in Marathi velar stops is
lowered with aspiration, with vowels following the breathy voiced stop having the lowest f0 and vowels
following the short-lag stop having the highest f0. Onset f0 in vowels following stops was found to
follow the order gH <g<kh <k. Moreover, while aspiration lowers f0 in Marathi and Hindi, it raises f0
in English (Dmitrieva & Dutta, 2018), among other languages. Against this background, I hypothesize
that acoustic differences between English and Indic languages, namely shorter VOT of English stops
and the opposite effect of aspiration on onset f0, are responsible for the adaptation pattern seen in Indic
loanwords and Indian English.

3. Method
3.1. Participants and materials
Language
Bengali
Gujarati
Hindi
Konkani
Marathi
Nepali
Oriya
Pahari
Urdu
Total

Number of speakers
14
11
28
3
8
14
2
2
13
95

Table 1: Indic languages and number of native speakers in the study
Speech samples of native speakers of Indic languages reading a passage in English from The Speech
Accent Archive (Weinberger, 2015) were used in this study. This archive hosts a large set of speech
samples from native and non-native speakers of English. All the speakers read the same passage out
loud in English. Speech samples from adult speakers of IE who were native speakers of one of nine
Indic languages that contrast long-lag, short-lag, lead lag, and breathy stops were analyzed. These
languages and the number of speakers of each language are shown in Table 1.1 Samples produced by
individuals who spent their childhood and adolescence (anytime under the age of eighteen years) in a
primarily English-speaking country were excluded. This resulted in a total of 95 speakers. Six adult
speakers of British English (BE) functioned as the comparison group.

3.2. Procedure
3.2.1. Voice Onset Time
The VOT of stops from the speech samples for the words peas and kids as examples of English
long-lag stops, and the words spoons and scoop as examples of English short-lag stops, was measured
in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2019) as the interval between the beginning of the release burst and the
onset of quasi-periodicity. These words were chosen since they were all content words occurring in
prominent contexts and were least likely to be reduced. All but one target were nouns (there were no

1
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words other than the verb scoop in the passage that contained the short-lag velar stop /k/ in the context
s ). All instances of errors made by the speakers were discounted (for example, one speaker produced
swoop instead of scoop). These measurements were done for each of the 95 IE speakers and 6 BE
speakers. Table 2 shows the total number of resulting tokens of each word produced by BE and IE
speakers. All VOT measurements were normalized by dividing each VOT by the corresponding length
of the following vowel to account for differences in speech rate. The normalized VOTs, measured for
the same words from the speech samples of the BE and IE speakers, were compared. The mean VOT
of BE stops was also compared to the mean VOT weighted by number of speakers reported for Hindi
long-lag and short-lag stops in previous studies (Lisker & Abramson, 1964; Benguerel & Bhatia, 1980;
Shimizu, 1989) shown in Table 3.

British speakers
Indic speakers

peas
6
93

spoons
6
92

kids
6
94

scoop
6
90

Table 2: Tokens of each word measured

Lisker & Abramson (1964) (N = 1)
Benguerel & Bhatia (1980) (N = 2)
Shimizu (1989) (N = 3)
Weighted Average

[ph ]
63
119
75
88

[p]
12
15
12
13

[kh ]
84
142
119
121

[k]
16
52
34
37

Table 3: VOT (ms) reported for Hindi in previous studies

3.2.2. Onset f0
Onset f0 of the first vowel in the words peas, kids, spoons, and scoop produced by each speaker
was measured at the first point immediately at the onset of voicing in Praat (Boersma & Weenink,
2019) using a script by Katherine Crosswhite2 . Speakers were categorized as male or female as selfreported on the Speech Accent Archive and the parameters were set as described in Crosswhite’s script.
F0 measurements for all participants were visualized as a scatterplot and checked for clear outliers that
typically result from pitch-halving and pitch-doubling errors of Praat’s auto-correlation algorithm. These
were corrected manually by measuring the duration of a single glottal pulse as the duration of one cycle of
the periodic waveform and taking its inverse, as done by Dmitrieva & Dutta (2020). All f0 measurements
were normalized via conversion to semitones using the semitone conversion equation provided in the
Praat internal users’ manual (Boersma & Weenink, 2019).
F0 measurements were plotted against normalized VOT for each individual word. Since the speech
samples consisted of participants reading a passage, the onset f0 was influenced by the changing
intonational context which also varied between speakers. Intonational patterns are typically difficult
to pin down in connected read speech (Umeda, 1981). Since a set of pre-recorded speech samples were
used for measuring f0, the intonational context could not be controlled. Two of the four target words
were phrase-final (peas and kids). The normalization of f0 to semitones enabled the comparison of the
correlation between VOT and onset f0 across speakers. Therefore, comparisons were made for the same
words produced by different speakers but not across words.

4. Results
4.1. Voice Onset Time
As expected for the BE samples, the normalized VOT for long-lag stops in the words peas and kids
differed significantly, as shown in Table 4, from that of the short-lag stops in the words spoons and scoop.
IE bilabial and velar stops did not show significant differences in VOT with laryngeal category. That is,
2
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the bilabial stops in the words peas and spoons and the velar stops in the words kids and scoop were
produced with VOTs that were not significantly different.
Place
Bilabial
Velar
Bilabial
Velar

BE
IE

t
2.365
2.306
1.976
1.975

df
7
8
185
185

p
<.001
<.001
.794
.304

Table 4: Summary of two-tailed t-test comparing BE and IE stop production

Figure 1: BE stop VOTs

Figure 2: IE stop VOTs

Figure 1 shows that both bilabial and velar BE stops were differentiated in terms of VOT with
laryngeal category. As shown in Figure 2, IE long-lag and short-lag stops were not differentiated in
terms of VOT with laryngeal category like the BE stops were. There were no significant differences
in VOT with laryngeal category for each place of articulation between the different IE speakers of the
nine Indic languages. This, combined with the fact that a large number of speakers (41 out of 95) were
native speakers of Hindi or Urdu, enabled the use of reported values of VOT for Hindi as a reasonable
benchmark against which to compare BE and IE VOTs.

Figure 3: BE vs IE stop VOTs
Figure 3 shows that the raw VOT of the stop consonants in peas and kids measured for the IE
speakers was shorter than that for BE speakers.3 More importantly, the VOT of the BE long-lag stops
3

Raw VOT values were used instead of normalized values to enable comparison with VOT values reported in
previous studies since these reported values were not normalized.
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was significantly shorter than the average VOT of aspirated stops reported for Hindi represented by the
dotted lines.

4.2. Onset f0
Figure 4 shows the relationship between f0 and VOT for the words peas, kids, spoons, and scoop.
The dotted lines represent the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression lines. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show
that the stops in peas and kids produced by IE speakers showed weak but significant negative correlation
between semitone-normalized onset f0 values and normalized VOT (p = .046 for /ph / and p = .018 for
/kh /). An increase in VOT was correlated with a decrease in onset f0. The stops in the same target words
produced by BE speakers showed significant positive correlation between semitone-normalized onset f0
values and normalized VOT. That is, an increase in VOT was correlated with an increase in onset f0. The
relationship between onset f0 and VOT was not found to be significant for the target words spoons and
scoop for either group of speakers.
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Figure 4: Semitone-normalized onset f0 as a function of VOT

5. Discussion
That the VOT of IE bilabial and velar stops does not vary with laryngeal category means IE speakers
produce the same amount of aspiration in contexts where BE speakers produce distinct phonemes that
are discriminable by VOT. The correlation between onset f0 and VOT for long-lag stops is negative
in IE and positive in BE. VOT alone is sufficient to distinguish all the laryngeal categories in English,
and onset f0 is a secondary cue for these contrasts (Keating, 1984; Maddieson et al., 1996). In Indic
languages, on the other hand, VOT alone cannot distinguish all laryngeal categories, and onset f0 is a
primary cue required to distinguish the four contrasts (Dmitrieva & Dutta, 2020). Indic speakers are
therefore sensitive to the effect of VOT on onset f0 in English as well. When they hear English long-lag
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stops, in addition to their shorter VOT compared to Indic VOT for corresponding stops, they also notice
the raising effect aspiration has on onset f0. For these speakers, the effect of aspiration on onset f0 is
less pronounced for short-lag stops than for long-lag stops. Therefore, the adaptation of English long-lag
stops as short-lag stops in IE is an attempt to more closely approximate the relationship between VOT
and onset f0 found in the source language.
I propose the following explanation for the adaptation pattern found in Indic loanwords and Indian
English. In the process of adaption, the input is the acoustic signal of the phonetic output in the source
language. The mapping mechanism involves finding the optimal acoustic match for the input. Since the
VOT of English long-lag stops is shorter than the VOT of Indic long-lag stops, English aspirated stops
are likely perceived as being unaspirated by Indic native speakers. English long-lag stops are simply not
aspirated enough to be categorized as [+spread] for Indic speakers. According to Iverson & Salmons
(2008), Hindi speakers found “the English word-initial p “somehow softer” than the Hindi voiceless
aspirate” (2008:270). The difference in VOT between English and Hindi could explain this intuition. In
addition to the shorter VOT of English long-lag stops, the opposite effects of aspiration on onset f0 is
also a potential contributing factor. For an Indic speaker, a short-lag stop is characterized by short VOT
and slight lowering of onset f0 with VOT. A long-lag stop is characterized by long VOT and a significant
lowering of onset f0. Therefore, an English long-lag stop, by Indic VOT benchmarks, has somewhat
long VOT and a raising effect on onset f0. They map the English input onto the native category that is
less dissimilar acoustically, i.e. shorter VOT with only a small effect on onset f0, rather than the more
dissimilar alternative, longer VOT with the opposite, i.e. lowering effect on onset f0. Indic speakers
employ an acoustic cue that is secondary in the source language but primary in the borrowing language
to differentiate all four native laryngeal contrasts when borrowing loans.
This study only presents indirect evidence for this proposed perceptual account of de-aspiration.
Perception experiments testing Indic speakers’ ability to discriminate English long-lag and short-lag
stops can test the prediction made here. Experiments probing how different acoustic cues are weighted
in perception by Indic speakers could provide additional insight. This study shows that acoustic
differences between the source and borrowing languages may lead to differential perceptual assimilation
and suggests that adaptation patterns may be rooted in perception. When adapting English loanwords,
Indic speakers must ignore the fact that stops are phonologically aspirated in the source language, only
engaging in low-level perceptual adaptation. This does not necessarily mean that grammatical processing
needs to do the same; indeed the acoustic detail associated with phonetic categories in the borrowing
language is responsible for the mapping of aspirated stops to the unaspirated category. This study
indicates that phonetics can play a role in loanword adaptation and suggests that many cases where
phonetics and phonology match in this process may also have an entirely phonetic explanation.
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